
Muslims in the U.S.
- Trauma, Coping through Faith
- Providing Sensitive Care 



Objectives:

¡ To develop broader awareness about the lived reality of 
Muslims in the U.S. 

¡ Ways to provide more sensitive and culturally competent 
care

¡ Recognize communications that will produce negative 
experiences for patients/colleagues.



Muslims in the U.S.
Brief History

¡ Atlantic Slave Trade. 30% from 16th to 19th century Muslims

¡ 1830s onward: Conversion to Christianity

¡ 1920s: African-American Muslim movements. Institutionalization of 
Islam 

¡ 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act

¡ “Cultural translation” shaped by survival instinct
¡ Detaching from stereotypes by adopting a new cultural grammar
¡ Focusing on “rationality” of the faith
¡ “De-Islamization”



Muslims in the U.S.
Current state

¡ Most diverse faith group

¡ 3.3 million. 63% immigrants

¡ Unknown/Less known

¡ More Muslim immigrants



Americans still feel coolest toward Muslims. 

“Chilly” to “neutral,” recently. 

Trauma
Feeling thermometer



Trauma
Current socio-politics

¡ Anti-Muslim sentiment on the rise

¡ Prejudice & stereotypes heightened

¡ Increased fear & anxiety among Muslims



Trauma
Surge in Hate Crimes



Trauma
Vulnerabilities



Muslims more likely to agree 
that their community is more 
prone to negative behavior 
than other people” — at 30 
percent, compared with 13 
percent of Jews and 12 percent 
of Catholics. 



Trauma
Vulnerabilities



¡ Multi-layered trauma

¡ Gratitude vs. Vulnerability

¡ “Invisible invisibility”

¡ Decreased sense of safety -
Solidarity

Trauma
Vulnerabilities







Resilience
through Faith and Spirituality

¡ I can do this - “God does not 
charge a soul except [with that 
within] its capacity.” 

¡ Sacred Suffering

¡ Studying together Word of 
God 

¡ My faith is being tested 

¡ Sense of Gratitude – “He 
who does not thank the 
people is not thankful to God.”





¡ Activism – Let ME tell you who 
I am. Interfaith and intrafaith 
dialogue

¡ Representing my faith better

¡ Sense of Justice – “And no 
bearer of burdens will bear the 
burden of another.” Fatir 35:18

Resilience
Interfaith Activism



Resilience
through Faith and Spirituality

Prayers themed with patience 
and protection

Trauma as “an opportunity to 
trigger hope and spirituality in 
me”



Unhelpful approaches and communications in healthcare 
settings

¡ Lack of willingness & courage to leave our comfort zones
¡ Comfortable approach only when others are “just like us!”

¡ Inappropriate use of humor
¡ “You will be happy if you removed your hijab, right?”

¡ Downplaying the religious differences/sensitivities 
¡ Same-gender healthcare provider
¡ Fasting, “not even water?” Or, drinking “not even beer?”



Unhelpful approaches and communications

¡ “Prove me you are not that” or “Tell me about you”

¡ Unhealthy dichotomy: “Are you American or Muslim?”

¡ Assuming Muslims as monolithic group 



How can I contribute to
more sensitive care

Maintaining cultural humility
¡ “It (hijab) may not appeal to you but it appeals to Muslims, sorry. I believe 

I will be forgiven by doing this.” MD female physician

Balanced approach – Cognitive AND Emotional
¡ “Do not keep trying to understand. Can you appreciate without always 

needing to understand?” Patient
¡ “Why don’t you come to stage and shake my hands?” Male presenter

Sensitive approach without being oversensitive
¡ “I am a human being first. Then, a Muslim.” CPE Intern
¡ “There was a sign on the door and I thought it was no male visitor sign. It 

was a healing prayer in Arabic.” ICU nurse



Modesty

42 yo Pakistani male patient does not want to be cleaned up by a 
female nurse.

Patient’s perspective: “I want to protect my modesty.”

RN’s perspective: “Patient sees me as inferior because I am a 
woman.” 

What helped? Involving Muslim chaplain. Explaining pt’s sensitivity to 
RN and medical team. Also inviting patient to cooperate since 
rejecting treatment might harm his body, which is not allowed in 
Islamic teachings.



Modesty

40 yo Hispanic female patient

Background: Needs MRI but concerned that her body will be 
exposed to a male practitioner or hospital gown revealing the shape of 
her body.

What helped? 

“He was very helpful and sensitive. He did not extend his 
hands for handshake and helped me cover myself with a 
blanket when he saw my anxiety. He asked me each time, “do 
you need help with that?”



Modesty
Same-gender healthcare provider

As Muslims are from all walks of life, I have seen all. I actually 
had patients who requested opposite-gender healthcare 
provider. So, I always ask when I introduce myself to the 
patient, “Do you prefer a same-gender physician or are you 
OK with me? MD male physician

What helped? Empowering the patient. Sensitivity. Establishing trust in 
the first encounter.

Other ways –

¡ Allowing some time before entering the room

¡ Putting a sign on the door

¡ Having a family member be present during examination



Family dynamics

“When my father was in the ICU, my family members and I 
were providing all kinds of help and care. Nurses started to 
express why we did not trust them for care.” 

Male family member

What helped? Family member reached out to staff to explain the 
importance of taking care of family in his culture and religious faith.



End-of-life decision making

Patient in critical care. No beneficial treatment available. Family 
express that medical team does not understand their religious point of 
view on end-of-life.

What helped? Chaplain involved a Muslim MD to the meeting with 
family and asked his professional opinion in front of family. Family 
became calmer and changed the code. 





How can I contribute to
more sensitive care

Risk opening timely and deeper conversations
¡ “I wonder how you are doing in the middle of all this.”
¡ “I never had any negative experience, but, still feel worried because 

of news and stereotypes.” Female chaplain & mother

Take initiative to organize cultural competency workshops
¡ Level of cultural competency is generally very low: Who is the 

Prophet? What is the holy book of Muslims? What is a masjid? 
Essential greetings. What is halal? What is Eid? What is Ramadan?

Find ways of honoring religiously important days/seasons
¡ Email communications, Ramadan dinners, Eid messages





How can I contribute to
more sensitive care

Arranging an adequate prayer space

¡ Lack of understanding about ritual daily prayers - “You can pray later.”

¡ Such space helps build a community. Not seeing it does not mean there is no 
need.

¡ Gives the message of “You are important to us.” Joy and appreciation.

¡ People’s expectations low due to trauma. Contributes immensely as spiritual 
and emotional support. Patient satisfaction.

¡ Patient/family member praying in the room, “Is this a good time for you for a 
visit?”









Your Muslim patient only needs and deserves 

your compassion, sensitivity, supportive presence, and care.


